
 
COMMODITY TRADING ∙ RISK MANAGEMENT ∙ FINANCE ∙ ASSET MANAGEMENT 

 

TRAFIGURA Commodity Trading Graduate Programme 

 

Locations: Singapore/Houston/Geneva/Johannesburg/Stamford /Lima/Mexico City/Shanghai 

 

Through a network of 81 offices in 56 countries we source, store, blend and deliver essential raw 
materials and commodities to clients around the world. Commodities include crude oil and petroleum 
products, non-ferrous concentrates, refined metals and coal. In 2012, we traded 102.8 million tonnes of 
oil and petroleum products and shipped 34.9million tonnes of non-ferrous and bulk commodities. We 
operate responsibly, adding real value for our clients, our stakeholders and our shareholders. Founded in 
1993, the company is owned by its founding shareholders and senior management. It has achieved 
substantial growth in recent years, growing turnover from USD18 billion in 2004 to USD120.4 billion in 
2012. 
 

Our two year graduate development programme is designed to provide you with a structured series of 

rotations across our core trading business in areas such as Corporate Finance, Trade Finance, 

Operations, and Deals Desk with the potential to rotate into our mid and downstream supply and 

warehousing and logistics business’, ensuring that you have a comprehensive understanding of all areas 

of the business, opening up a future of unlimited opportunities within the Trafigura group. 

As part of the 2 year programme you will have the opportunity to carry out one of three 8 month 

rotations in a different country to that of your initial application. 8 month rotations may include (but not 

limited to) any of the following locations: Geneva, Houston, Johannesburg, Montevideo, Mumbai, 

Puerto Rico, Singapore, Mexico. 

 

A minimum requirement of a 2:1 / 3.4 GPA (or equivalent) in any discipline and fluent English is 

essential. 

 

The programme encourages an entrepreneurial attitude where participants are highly visible and are 

expected to create opportunities for themselves through exponential performance and networking. 

You will be asked on application to indicate a (non committal) interest for a particular area* 

(Operations/Deals/Finance/Mid and Downstream Supply/ Warehousing-Logistics) but will complete 

rotations across 3 of the 5 areas before entering a chosen area, ensuring that on completion of the 

programme you enter your role with the full understanding of how each function operates and 

enhances the other in order to maximise profit potential for the group. 

*We will ask you why at interview. 

 

To apply, please visit www.trafigura.com/futuretalent 

 

(Deadline for applications: 6th October 2013) 

http://www.trafigura.com/futuretalent

